
ISTANBUL: The collapse of the Turkish
lira has caused trauma as Turks see their
purchasing power slashed, but bargain-
hunting foreign tourists visiting the coun-
try at the peak of the summer season are
cashing in on a currency windfall. Visitors,
mainly from Saudi Arabia and Asia, formed
long queues in Istanbul outside luxury
stores like Louis Vuitton, Chanel and
Prada after the l ira took a severe hit
against dollar, losing over 16 percent of its
value on Friday.

“Everything is getting cheaper and
cheaper,” said Saudi Arabian tourist Nasir
El-Nabir, outside a chic store in an upscale
Istanbul neighborhood.  “It’s like a 30 per-
cent sale, so I am really affected in a posi-
tive way.” Laden with shopping bags,
tourists have enjoyed a shopping bonanza
before retailers hike prices to take account
of the lira’s devaluation, under the slightly
bewildered gaze of Turks who have borne
the brunt of the crisis.

The queues suggest that the plunge in

the lira, driven by Turkey’s bitter dispute
with the United States, is set to give a
boost to the key tourism industry, which
struggled greatly after a failed coup and
terror attacks in 2016.

Tourism revival 
The lira’s plunge-which had been

ongoing for weeks-was turned into a
rout on Friday when US President
Donald Trump tweeted that Washington
was doubling aluminum and steel tariffs
for Turkey.

The Turkish currency has since
clawed back some ground.  Xenos
Lemis, a tourist from Cyprus, said he
had been following the currency drama
in real time.  “We check the price of the
lira every two hours and there is a sig-
nificant change. So for shopping for a
tourist, this is a blessing,” he added.

But some visitors lamented that they
also lost money when they converted a
large sum of foreign money to the Turkish

currency just before the crisis broke. 
“I’m quite surprised because I took a

lot of cash from the bank in lira and when I
woke up in the morning I found out that I
almost lost (the equivalent of) one hundred
or two hundred during one night,” Kobe
Wu Kejia, a Chinese tourist, told AFP. 

“This is pretty scary.” Turkey’s tourism
sector, which came under severe pressure
due to the attacks and failed coup of 2016,
had already appeared to have sprung to

its feet this year despite the country’s
economic woes. 

The industry has managed to diversify
its appeal, with sharp rises in the numbers
of visitors arriving from countries like Iran
and Saudi Arabia, while traditional tourism
from Europe also revived. Meanwhile,

Russian tourism-critical for the economy
on Turkey’s Mediterranean coast-has also
sprung back to life after being devastated
by a political crisis between Ankara and
Moscow in 2015.

Firuz Baglikaya, head of the
Association of Turkish Travel Agencies
(TURSAB), said there was a 30 percent
increase in tourism in Turkey compared
to last year. “We expect a $32 billion for-
eign currency inflow,” he told the state-
run Anadolu news agency.  “We have a
target of having 40 million tourists since

2017, and if there’s nothing negative, this
objective will be achieved.” Package holi-
day giant Thomas Cook said this month,
before the lira crisis struck in earnest, that

it has seen a 63 percent increase in book-
ings for Turkey from last year, with Antalya
now its most popular airport for British
holidaymakers.

‘Extra stay’
In Istanbul’s historic Eminonu neighbor-

hood, tourists expressed mixed feelings
about their cheaper vacation in Turkey.  “In
the first place of course it’s an advantage
for us,” German tourist Barbara said on the
Golden Horn, walking with her husband. 

“But in second place we also feel kind of
sorry because the men in the shop do not
earn so much anymore for what it’s worth.
So there are these two sides.” Martin
Bifrare, from Switzerland, said he might
extend his family vacation with his wife and
children over the currency difference.
“With this economic situation, we could
decide, for example, to stay an extra week
or to allow ourselves a few excursions that
we wouldn’t necessarily have done other-
wise,” he said. — AFP
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ISTANBUL: Tourists, many from Saudi Arabia and Asia, queue outside a luxury brand Louis Vuitton store next to a billboard giving currencies rates in Istanbul on Monday. The collapse of the Turkish lira has caused trauma as Turks
see their purchasing power reduced but has been an unexpected windfall for foreign tourists visiting the country at the peak of the summer season. — AFP
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Russia: Dollar’s
days numbered
as global trade 
currency
ANKARA: The US dollar’s role as a
global currency is in decline and
Russia has been exploring for some
time using national currencies to set-
tle bilateral trade deals with Turkey
and other countries, Russian Foreign
Minister Sergei Lavrov said.

But Lavrov, speaking on a visit to
the Turkish capital yesterday, did not
make any commitments for Russia to
drop the dollar in trade with Turkey,
whose lira currency plummeted to a
record low against the dollar this

week. “I’m confident that the grave
abuse of the role of the US dollar as a
global reserve currency will result
over time in the weakening and
demise of its role,” said Lavrov, who
was speaking at a news conference
with his Turkish counterpart.

“The use of national currencies for
mutual trade has for several years
been one of the tasks that the presi-
dents of Russia and Turkey had set,”
said Lavrov. “Identical processes
have been happening in our relations
with Iran. Not only with Turkey and
Iran, we’re also arranging and already
implementing payments in national
currencies with the People’s Republic
of China,” Lavrov said.

On Monday, the Kremlin said that
Russia favored bilateral trade with all
countries in their national currencies,
rather than the dollar, but that the
idea needed detailed work before
being implemented. — Reuters
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Tourists get bonanza from Turkey woes

Turkish lira and equities
enjoy modest recovery
LONDON:  Turkey’s lira recovered somewhat yesterday, while equi-
ties also rebounded from the previous day’s turmoil thanks to upward-
ly-revised eurozone growth data.

Investors shifted back into buying mode but kept a nervous eye on
Ankara after Monday’s bloodletting, which saw the lira hit record lows
and equity markets go into freefall on concerns Turkey’s financial cri-
sis could spread globally. In European deals, the Turkish unit
advanced to 6.57 to the dollar and 7.50 to the euro, which was well off
the all-time record lows seen the previous day, after Turkey’s central
bank vowed to boost liquidity. 

Fears about Turkey-driven contagion in other economies, particu-
larly emerging markets, sparked a global sell-off Monday-but there
were healthy recoveries in Asian and European stocks yesterday.

‘Calm for time being’  
The Frankfurt stock market gained 0.3 percent and Paris won 0.2

percent on upgraded second-quarter growth data, while London rose
0.1 percent in late morning deals on news of a falling UK unemploy-
ment rate. “Turkey’s central bank managed to calm down the currency
markets for the time being by committing to provide liquidity for the
embattled Turkish lira and the currency’s two day free fall has finally
slowed down,” said Fiona Cincotta, senior market analyst at traders
City Index.

“The lira even managed to claw back some lost ground... allowing
stock and commodity markets to recover.” The Turkish currency,

which had touched historic nadirs of 7.24 to the dollar and 8.12 to the
euro on Monday, has now plunged by about a fifth against the green-
back since last Friday.

Turkey’s crisis has been sparked by a series of issues, including a
faltering economy-the central bank has defied market calls for rate
hikes-and tensions with the United States, which has hit Ankara with
sanctions over its detention of an American pastor.

There remain concerns about how the crisis will pan out, with
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan in combative mood, accus-
ing Washington of plotting against his country. — Reuters

ISTANBUL: A teller holds Turkish lira banknotes at a currency exchange
office in Istanbul yesterday. — AFP


